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8.1 Short Summary 

Agricultural marketing is a series of activities involved in moving the agriculture goods 

from the point of production to the point of consumption. This includes assembling, 

grading, storage, transport, processing, wholesaling, retailing as well as accompanying 

supporting services such as market infrastructure, establishment of grades and standards 

and the institutions involved in performing the above functions. Agriculture production 

and marketed surplus increase manifold with the adoption of new improved technology. 

From time of independence to recent past the marketed surplus output ratio for all 

agricultural commodities has been amplified upwardly. This increased marketed surplus 

enthused the farmers to become price conscious and as a consequence marketing aspect 

started receiving their greater attention. Agriculture commodities move in the marketing 

chain through different channels. The channels are distinguished from each other on the 

basis of market functionaries involved in carrying the produce from the farmers to 

ultimate consumers. This functionaries are private traders namely farias, village traders, 

aratdars, commission agent, wholesaler, retailer, processing unit etc. The length of the 

marketing channel depends on the size of market, perishability of commodity and the 

nature of demand at the consumer level. These channels of distribution can be divided in 

to different groups viz., (i) direct to consumer, (ii) through wholesaler and retailers, (iii) 

through public agencies or cooperatives and, (iv) through processor. The share of these 

channels in total marketed surplus varies from commodity to commodity and from state 

to state or from region to region. Agricultural marketing is strongly associated with 

marketing infrastructure. Marketing infrastructure comprises all those facilities and 

amenities needed for the smooth conduct of marketing which is necessary for the 

development of agrarian economy. It is necessary to create basic infrastructure in rural 

markets and terminal markets, keeping in view the need of the hinterland. Marketing 

infrastructure includes communication and transportation infrastructure, storage 

infrastructure, standardization and grading infrastructure, information network 

infrastructure etc. The availability of various infrastructures affects the choice of 

technology to be adopted, reduces the cost of transportation, produces powerful impetus 

to production and also affects income distribution in favour of small and marginal 

farmers by raising their access to the market. Efficient marketing system is important for 

promoting agricultural business and raising the income levels of farmers which ultimately 
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helps economic development. Experts have applied the theory of producer's share in 

consumer's rupee for assessing marketing efficiency. Various studies reveal that the 

producer's share in consumer's rupee has varied with the marketing channel adopted by 

the farmers. Marketing efficiency can be increased by reducing cost of marketing and 

margins of the channel members. There are three categories of agricultural produce 

markets, viz, primary market, wholesale market and terminal market. Regulated markets 

have been playing a major role in smooth distribution of agriculture produces in India. 

The advent of regulated markets has helped mitigating the market handicaps of 

producers/sellers. Various state government in the country initiated direct marketing 

concept as 'apni mandi' in Punjab, 'rythu bazar' in Andhra Pradesh, 'uzahaver shandies' 

in Tamil Nadu, 'shetkoori hazers' in Maharashtra, 'krushak bazaars' in Orissa and 

'hadaspar vegetable market' in Pune. There are various types of agriculture marketing 

institutions, depending on the objectives and role, these marketing institutions can be 

grouped into public sector organizations, cooperatives and other formal/informal bodies. 

The role and functions of these institutions differ from each other which include policy 

formulation, implementation, supervision, facilitation and direct entry in the market etc. 

The role of agricultural marketing system has considerable importance in the overall 

economy of North Bengal. The farm produces in the region pass through a number of 

channels before reaching the consumer. The farmer gets only a small percentage of 

consumer's rupee. A significant percent of consumer rupee is grabbeq by intermediaries 

namely, faria, aratdar, commission agent, wholesaler, miller, retailer etc. These 

intermediaries at different stages of marketing process have emerged as powerful 

middlemen for the procurement of produces taking the advantage of the farmer's poor 

economic condition. The private traders, moneylenders locally known as 'mahajans' 

dominate the markets. The bargaining power of the farmers is very weak and, therefore, 

the traders dictate the price. One of the main reasons for prominence of the traders in 

agricultural produce markets in villages is the heavy indebtedness of farmers to the 

traders, commission agents and middlemen. The village moneylenders advance loans to 

the cultivators at the time of need, making it obligatory on the part of the farmer to 

deliver their produces after harvest at a price offered by the moneylender. The farmers 

lose market price significantly due to lack of proper sale arrangements in markets .The 

inadequacy of infrastructure, indebtedness and lack of awareness of the market 
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information have been found as one of the prominent reasons for the distress sales. The 

basic infrastructure facilities such as storage and warehousing, road links, transportation 

and communication were insufficient. Due to lack of transport facilities the farmer is 

unable to bring his produces to the market. In the absence of the storage & warehousing 

facilities, the farmer is forced to sell all his produces at harvest time at low prices. 

The participation of jute growers in the marketing of the crop is very poor. A variety of 

reasons contribute to this situation. Most of them are small and marginal farmers. The 

· quantity produced by them is also small which is available for sale. They are not 

organised and are unable to take a collective position. They are suffering due to 

insufficient credit system. Another reason is that the location of marketing centre is away 

from the producing area. As a result, the intermediaries between the jute grower and the 

consumer continue to take advantage of large percentage of profit from the consumers' 

price for the services they perform. Cost reduction is possible only when there is direct 

participation by the growers. Although co-operative marketing of jute has not made much 

development, that seems to be a solution in the existing conditions. This has assumed 

greater importance with the establishment of a public sector agency in the form of the · 

Jute Corporation to undertake purchases from jute growers. Integrated development of 

marketing, processing and credit functions by jute growers' co-operatives can also solve 

the problem. 

Jute is principal cash crop in North Bengal. Marketing of this crop plays a significant role 

in shaping the economy of the region. The study reveals that farias, aratdars and balers 

are the predominant intermediaries in the marketing of raw jute in selected villages of 

Dinhata-II block of Coochb~har district. Jute Corporation of India and cooperative 

societies are not functioning as an intermediary in the study area. Farmers - farias -

aratdars- balers -jute mills is the most important marketing channel through which most 

of the respondents move maximum portion of their produce. There are two seasons of 

jute marketing namely peak period which continues from September to December and 

post harvest period which continues from January to April. Majority of the producers are 

observed to sell their produce in peak period at primary market although a higher level of 

price prevails in the secondary market. They sell maximum portion of their produce to 

farias due to lack of storage, immediate cash need, expensive transportation and to avoid 
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physical hazards to reach in long distance secondary market. A small portion of jute is 

marketed at the secondary market to the baler. It has been observed that jute sold directly 

to the baler in secondary market is more remunerative to the farmers. In the present study 

marketing cost, margin, price spread and marketing efficiency has been estimated. 

Channel IV is highest efficient and channel-! is lowest efficient among all the channels. 

An inverse relationship exists between volume of produce handled and total marketing 

margin and direct relationship exists between number of marketing intermediaries and 

total marketing margin in jute marketing channel. The study also reveals several 

marketing bottlenecks faced by the jute growers in marketing their produces. 

The role of jute marketing in economic development is appreciated from long back. Since 

millions of people are directly and indirectly dependent on jute cultivation and its 

marketing, government has taken firm initiatives to strengthen this sector. Jute 

Corporation of India (JCI) was set up in 1971 with the main aim of providing Minimum 

Support Price (MSP) to the jute farmers and to serve as a stabilising agency in the raw 

jute sector. The Government of India fixes the MSP for JCI from time to time and JCI 

makes the arrangement to procure raw jute from the farmers which is based on the MSP 

fixed by the Government. But JCI could not play significant role in procurement of jute 

from farmers. This was due to poor planning and inadequate infrastructure of the 

corporation. The jute growers in North Bengal are facing severe crisis as prices of their 

produce have sharply declined, causing distress sale. They are not even getting the 

declared MSP as there is little or no effort from the government machinery for procuring 

the crops. The middlemen are taking every opportunity available and forcibly lowering 

the prices. Government declares support prices for the benefit of farmers but this is often 

announced much after sowing has commenced, sometimes even when harvesting is round 

the corner. A timely announcement of MSP and procurement can facilitate the marketing 

process and help the farmers. To give incentive to the farmers JCI should plan properly to 

reach the support to ultimate farmers. 
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8.2 Conclusion and Recommendations 

One of the important aspects of economic development of a region like ours is agriculture 

which is measured by the strength and efficiency of its production and marketing. No 

production effort is of any use unless matching marketing efforts are made. In the light of 
' 

. the backdrop of the status of agriculture, it is necessary for improving marketing network 

so that productivity improves and the profits of production efforts percolate down to the 

producers. Markets of agriculture produce have expanded rapidly after independence. 

Several factors contributed to this. These are increase in production, commercialisation, 

development of communication, transportation and infrastructure facilities, extension of 

market network and institutions etc. 

The economy of the North Bengal region is predominantly agriculture based. The 

agriculture marketing is largely unorganised and dominated by the private traders. The 

maximum share of the consumers' rupee goes to the pockets of middlemen working . 

between the producer and the ultimate consumer. The private traders, middleman, 

retailers and moneylenders locally known as 'mahajans' dominate these markets. Due to, 

multi-segmented marketing channels, producers do not get fair share in consumer's 

rupee. The bargaining power of the farmers is very weak and therefore, the traders dictate 

the price. Farmers are generally not aware of market information like supply, demand, 

prices prevailing in the market, market charges etc., which are crucial for proper decision 

making. There is no system of disseminate market information to the farmer. One of the 

main reasons for prominence of traders is heavy indebtedness of the farmers to traders, 

commission agents and middlemen. The dadan (advance) system is still prevalent in rural 

areas. The basic infrastructure facilities include storage and warehousing, road links, 

transportation and communication aids are absent. Producers are being exploited by the 

traders. Due to various economic reasons like indebtedness, need for cash, insufficient 

storage, lack of adequate transportation and other infrastructure facilities farmers are also 

at a disadvantage in striking the. bargain. As a result they are forced to carry out distress 

sales. 

The market for raw jute m North Bengal is highly fragmented and the number of 

channels involved in the market is quite large. The principal functionaries involved in the 
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marketing channel from producer to consumer are farias, paikars, baperies, dalals 

(brokers), aratdars, balers, cooperative societies and Jute Corporation of India (JCI). The 

interest of the channel member is conflicting with each other especially wi_th the 

producer. The difference between the consumer's rupee and price paid by the grower 

widens. Most of the jute produce in this region is marketed through unorganised 

marketing system .The unorganized marketing system prevents these producers from the 

benefit of favourable price fluctuations in the primary market. They have got little 

effective control over marketing of their produce. Farmers have no bargaining power 

over price. They are deprived of remunerative price. This imperfection of raw jute market 

leads to various marketing inefficiencies. Among all intermediaries farias are found to be 

the preponderant category of peripatetic traders who create the first and direct link with 

jute farmers. The existence of long chain of marketing intermediaries is the fundamental 

weakness in the marketing system. Limited number of cooperatives which functioning 

limited or not functioning and weak institutional credit system have aggravated the 

. situation further. The jute growers in the region have been facing severe crises as prices 

of their produces have sharply declined and they are forced to carry out distress sale. 

They are not even getting declared minimum support price as there is little or no effort 

from the state government for procuring jute in the state. The limitations in procurement 

by the JCI prohibited the farmers to get MSP benefits, especially those who are located in 

remote village and more vulnerable to marketing issues. This agrarian crisis emerges over 

the farmers and agricultural workers and they are committed suicide in spite of a bumper 

crop. 

It is observed in the study that the above mentioned problems give us a clear picture of a 

defective agricultural marketing system in North Bengal. A defective marketing makes 

the farmer dissatisfied and finally they do not get even a fair return for their produce. In 

order to have the best advantage in marketing of agricultural produces the following 

recommendations have been made. 

1. Formation of co-operative societies and strengthening them to bring the farmers under 

an umbrella for effective agricultural marketing. Co-operatives societies can duly 

collect farm produces from the farmers, grade and standardise them, store them, 
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transport and sell them in a timely manner to give advantages to farmers. Cooperative 

credit society can also meet financial requirement of the farmers. 

2. Establishment of more regulated markets can be of great help in removing the defects 

and to save the farmers from the exploitation by the intermediaries and ensure fair 

prices for their produces. 

3. Major improvement is required in transport facilities between secondary market and 

village primary market. Well connected transport network facilities throughout the 

districts should be developed for efficient marketing. 

4. There is the need to control the activities of the marketing intermediaries. By 

imposing simple regulation dose not solve the problem and what is needed and 

lacking .is strict supervision. 

5. Grading facilities at all the stages of marketing chain should be upgraded with the 

establishment of grading units and pack-houses in the villages/sub-yards, 

establishment of grading laboratories at appropriate locations, establishment of state 

level grading and standardisation bureau and by providing intensive training to 

farmers. 

6. It is urgently felt to grow organisation of the farmers into growers' groups/commodity 

groups/ cooperatives/self help groups/producer companies to ensure the participation 

of diversely located small and marginal farmers and their linkage with the markets. 

7. The grassroot awareness campaign should be start to focus on importance of 

integration of production with market and value chain and on good agricultural 

practices for better price realisation. Arrangement should be made to disseminate 

market information on a daily basis as regards the price prevailing at various markets. 

Establishment of agriculture information centre at panchayat level with technology 

infrastructure along with Internet accessibility is important. In short, all sorts of 

asymmetric market informations should be reduced to a minimum level. 
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8. Proper management system should be introduced in running the markets and bring 

efficiency into the system, even by outsourcing the professional management, if 

{ required. 

9. There is a need for integration among the unorganised rural markets, regulated 

markets of apex marketing boards and primary level cooperatives on one hand and 

the national and state level government institutions on the other. These linkages 

should facilitate the flow of market-related informations and skills as also resources 

information on physical infrastructure such as transportation, storage, packaging and 

other facilities for planning and implementations of government schemes. 

10. Storage is an important aspect of agricultural marketing. Proper and adequate storage 

facilities enhance the bargaining power of farmers and ensure better prices for 

agricultural produces. More godowns and warehouse facility should be created and 

provided to the growers. This is especially more important for hill and remote areas. 

11. It is necessary to restructuring the infrastructure of market yard on priority basis so as 

to provide favourable atmosphere for transaction. 

12. The price fluctuations of .crops should be checked through the scheme of price risk 

insurance or through crop insurance. 

13. Government should initiate and encourage private investment for direct marketing to 

help the farmers' specially small and marginal farmers and generate habit of 

marketing without middlemen. 

14. Process of direct procurement from the farmers and distribution to the consumer by 

the big organisation should be encouraged. There is need to provide proper incentives 

and facilities to the corporate managements if they provide agriculture extension 

services and financial assistance to the farmers. 

15. Apart from general purpose markets, there is need for developing specialised markets 

for agricultural produces. 
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16. In view of the banning of polythene, there is an urgent need for development of 

cheaper jute bags. For this, research and development organisations both government 

and private should put their concerted efforts into such development. The 

Government should give mandatory order to use jute bag as a packaging materials for 

specific sector. The Central as well as the West Bengal Governments have taken 

initiatives in this direction. Very recently, the Finance Minister of India, Mr. Pranab 

Mukherjee has requested the West Bengal Industry and Commerce Minister Mr. 

Partha Chattopadhyay to supply huge number of bags made of jute required for 

various purposes. 

17. The government should endeavour to announce the MSP of jute well before the 

sowing season, so that the farmers would be in a position to take well-iQ.formed 

decisions regarding their planning for jute production. 

18. The establishment of more JCI's procurement centres will help the farmers to gearing 

up their marketing system. Proper grading specifications in respect of raw jute should 

be followed by the growers and traders. Unfortunately, there is no proper machinery 

available for proper grading specification at any stage of marketing especially in the 

rural primary market. The functions of JCI need to be strengthened to enhance their 

scale of procurement 'operations. 

19. Government should make arrangement of involving panchayats, cooperatives and 

other marketing agencies in a more concrete way to procure jute on behalf of JCI 

which will make JCI's operation cost effective and will ensure MSP to the farmers in 

the rural areas. 

20. This is important to mention that government institutions should provide more 

emphasis on policy formation and implementation and required necessary activities 

which will ultimately develop grass root farmers. 
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APPENDIX 

West Bengal 

-

Dinhata II Block of Coochbehar District 
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